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Abstract:
Consider a situation when an on-demand service platform uses earning sensitive independent providers with heterogeneous reservation price (for work participation) to serve its time and price sensitive customers with heterogeneous valuation of the service. As such, both the supply and demand are endogenously dependent on the price the platform charges its customers and the wage the platform pays its independent providers. In this paper, we present a queueing model with endogenous supply (number of participating agents) and endogenous demand (customer request rate) to model this on-demand service platform. To coordinate endogenous demand with endogenous supply, we use the steady state performance in equilibrium to characterize the optimal price and wage rates that maximize the profit of the platform (as well as the total welfare). We first analyze a base model that uses a fixed payout ratio (i.e., the ratio of wage over price). We then extend our model to allow the platform to adopt a dynamic payout ratio. Based on our analysis, we find that it is optimal for the platform to charge a higher price, pay a higher wage, and offer a higher payout ratio when the potential customer demand increases. Furthermore, when customers become more sensitive to waiting time, the platform should also pay a higher wage and offer a higher payout ratio, but the price rate is not necessarily monotone. We use a set of actual data from a large Chinese on-demand ride-hailing platform in numerical experiments to illustrate some of our main insights.
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